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A TELEPATHIC TALE. 
BY ETHEL GORDON FENWICK. 

I n  the Life of t.he late Sir Sydney Waterlow, 
Mr. George Smalley has referred to iiiy ap- 
pointment as Natron to St. Bai-tholoniew ’s 
Hospital in 1881, an account which I desire to 
supplement as accurately as possible. 

In the autumn of the  ear 1879 I NQS ap- 
pointed Sister of the Charlotte M7ard in the 
Londog Hospital, upon the recoinmendation of 

. the Matron, Miss Swift. To look forward, 
thirty years appear interminable, to look back, 
they seem to have vanished in a. night. There 
have apparently been significant changes in our 
hospital world during these three decades- 
changes on the surface-but of elemental 
changes there have been none-and there 
never will be. Human nature, as it was in the 
beginning-as it is-so it ever will be. That is 
the reason why we never grow old-cjr wise-as 
to the young we appear to do. Thirty years 
ago I amived at the London in a growler-to- 
day I should whisk there in a tasi. What’s the 

I am in the humour to wi.ite philosophic 
memoirs, but space forbids; instead I will re- 
cord a page1 of personal history. Things 
hummed and were of absorbing interest to us 
obsolete folks, who laughed, and wept, and 
worked, oh! so hard in the great East End 
Hospital in past days. Take it from me- 
modern nurses-that the esplorers had a 
glorious experience-the women of the sixties 
and seventies who grappled with almost unsur- 
mountable difficulties in bhe hospital woi+lcl, hac1 
the best of it. Metaphorically we fought with 
beasts a t  Ephesus, and the victoi7 was to the 
strong. We unfurled our standards and planted 
them in high places. P e t  these mere the 
happy-go-lucky days before. nurses were 
trained-when we just ‘‘ picked up “-when 
our demand for knowledge was insistent, when 
we loved learning, when we went off duty mTith 
reluctance, and a $retch of 24 hours on emer- 
gency duty found us fresh and keen in the 
morning. Not so bad for us ! 

My charge in “ Charlotte ” was‘ 53 
beds, which were usually occupied by 
acute cases, with a staff of four niiises 
on day duty, and two on at night. This 
was no sinecure for a Sister. On duty at 7 a.m., 
going ahead all day at full speed until 5 o’clock 
dinner. Breakfast, lunch, tea, often standing 
feasts on the Floor, off duty from 4; to 8, if pas- 
sible, and then Ghree hours’ strenuous worl< 
until 11 p.m. After which blessed bed.-Not, 

odds? I S7~ould awive. 
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